WHO WE ARE
Similar to other ride sharing apps, the WeBus app will pick up
commuters that wish to arrive at the same destination, and split
the cab fare between them. One of the things that make us
unique in this ﬁeld is our low pricing – that is similar to the
average bus fare - while at the same time, maintaining a fast and
easy commuting alternative – through a highly proﬁtable
business plan.

TODAY’S PROBLEM

OUR SOLUTION!

Today most bus commuters have no better option than to take a

WeBus offers its users the opportunity to get there fast and save

taxi - if they wish to get there fast and comfortably.

their money!

Taxi sharing apps that exist today only cater the taxi riders, and

Thanks to a simple and clever payment plan, WeBus is able to

don’t consider the needs of the many bus commuters that are

charge more for the scheduled taxi ride, thus collecting high

out there.

proﬁts and sharing it with the cab driver!
It’s a win-win situation!

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE

The riders each pay less, the taxi driver gets more, and WeBus

Everyday bus commenters that wish to get there

makes great proﬁt!

faster for a fair price.

THE BUSINESS POTENTIAL
In today’s world, more than a third of the working population take a bus every day
– In Israel alone we’re looking at 2.2 million passengers a day!
According to a recently published survey – most bus commuters transport this
way due to its low cost and a lack of a better alternative. Many of them said that
they’d be willing to pay more if they had a better option.
From the taxi’s point of view, the drivers are losing business and have much free
time between their average of 10 rides per day.
WeBus will not only be able to give these drivers more work, but also promise
them better pay - while collecting a potential income of 300 Million dollars a year –
in Israel alone

OUR CURRENT STATUS

Recruiting more than $ 500 000

Successful pilot with hundreds of satisﬁed
paying customers.

We

are

currently

the

soul

operating

Taxi-Sharing app in the Israel.
A promising cooperation with Isrotel hotels
and Taba Taxi Station running 140 taxis
together with the WeBus app around the clock

WE ARE WEBUS
A team of 20 truly dedicated entrepreneurs, working hard on
Development, Market Research, Advertising and so much more

You can download the app by pressing these
links: Google Play & App Store

Contact us for more info
Gilad Israeli | CEO
Phone: +972-52-8080043
Email: info@webus.co.il
http://www.webus.co.il/
http://www.facebook.com/GetThereTogether/

